PRESS RELEASE
Monaco, 16 April 2019

Reopening of COYA Monte-Carlo:
the new season of exciting evenings in Monaco has begun
An annual festive rendez-vous for residents of Monaco and a visiting clientèle from all over the world, the Sporting
Monte-Carlo has launched its 2019 spring-summer season: after the opening of Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo on 29 March
2019, COYA Monte-Carlo reopened its doors on Thursday 4 April. Flushed with the success of its first season in the
Principality in 2018, this year the restaurant with Latin American flavours has returned to offer the mix which made
its reputation from London to the Riviera, alongside Miami, Dubai and Abu Dhabi: light and colourful fusion cuisine,
a Pisco Bar & Lounge and fast-paced DJ sets, with the added bonus of splendid views over the Mediterranean. It is
the perfect place to spend the early part of a fashionable evening before heading to Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo, where
the 2019 programme promises to make the entire coastline hum.
Chef Fabrizio Fossati is at the helm of a joyful and creative kitchen.
In an eclectic and electric atmosphere, COYA Monte Carlo offers fusion-inspired cuisine with Peruvian flavours
orchestrated in Monaco by Chef Fabrizio Fossati, who previously contributed to the success of COYA Angel Court
in London. On the menu are: fresh of ceviches and tiraditos with a hint of Asia, spicy tacos made with aïoli or
wasabi, a new twist on cazuelas (casseroles) and a tasty and colourful selection of fish and meat. Without
forgetting a dessert menu that is a deliciously sweet tribute to dulce de leche, chocolate Illanka or purple corn
from Peru.
And because the spirit of the Latin American fiesta is not just on the table, COYA Monte-Carlo is also home to the
now legendary Pisco Bar & Lounge where guests can enjoy a wide choice of signature cocktails, as well as a
collection of rare and refined wines and spirits. A DJ’s booth next to the bar is where the COYA Monte-Carlo DJs
take up residence throughout the season.
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A festive programme to combine with Jimmy'z Monte-Carlo for unforgettable nights
4 evening dates for your diary at COYA Monte-Carlo:
- SUMMER EQUINOX: Thursday 20 June 2019
- COYA RITUAL: Thursday 18 July 2019
- LA NOCHE BLANCA: Monday 19 August 2019
- COYA RITUAL: Thursday 26 September 2019
For the new season Jimmy'z Monte-Carlo, located in the immediate vicinity, is offering a rich and cutting-edge
programme with new weekly and monthly events (Pop Heart, Go Deep, Urban Jimmy'z and Industry Night) and
more than 30 dates on the programme for exceptional evenings led by the residents DJs and international artists
such as Martin Solveig, DJ Cassidy, Akon, Virgil Abloh…
The full programme for the 2019 season is available here
And for the international clientèle visiting the Principality, the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort offers fashionable
and relaxed accommodation just a stone’s throw from the Sporting Monte-Carlo.

COYA Monte-Carlo | Practical information
Open from 4 April to 2 November 2019
26 avenue Princesse Grace – 98000 Monaco Tel: +377 98 06 41 73
April – May – October: closed on Tuesday and Wednesday (except the Tennis and GP week – open 7 days)
June: closed on Tuesday
July - August - September: open 7 days a week
Opening hours: 7pm-1am on week nights (kitchen open from 7.30pm to midnight) and 7pm-2am at the weekend
(kitchen open from 7.30pm to 12.30am)
Dégustation menu at € 95 per person
Formula 1 menus at € 250 and € 300 during the Grand Prix
About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
Since 1863, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has been offering a unique Art of Living, a one-of-a-kind resort
with four casinos, including the prestigious Casino de Monte-Carlo, four hotels (Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, Hôtel
Hermitage Monte-Carlo, Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo
spa, dedicated to well-being and preventive health, 30 restaurants including five that together have seven
Michelin Guide stars. A hub of night-life, the Group offers an incredible selection of events, including the MonteCarlo Sporting Summer Festival and the Monte-Carlo Jazz Festival. At the end of 2018, Monte-Carlo Société des
Bains de Mer is completing four years of transformation works dedicated to Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo and to
the creation of a new district around Place du Casino, One Monte-Carlo, with luxury accommodation, shops,
restaurants and a conference centre. The vision of Groupe Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer for 2020 is to
make Monte-Carlo the most exclusive experience in Europe.
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